FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nonvoice signs up Topio Networks as the first Enterprise app to join the agency.
December 9th, 2020, Florida, USA - Nonvoice, the world's first agency dedicated to 5G apps,
announces today that it signed up Topio Networks and their Enterprise app, Topio Use Case Radar.
By joining the agency, Topio Networks will have access to Nonvoice's global distribution channels to
grow its unique product's success.
Leveraging its AI-enabled Research Assistant technology, Carolus, Topio Use Case Radar is a market
intelligence platform that tracks at scale more than ten thousand customer use cases across the
industry. For each customer use case, users of the platform get actual, quasi-real-time, and dynamic
data to select the right use cases and decide which partners to engage for the right go-to-market
strategy or product development. Leveraging Topio Use Case Radar leads to a shorter time to
market, reduced risks, enhanced company alignment. Mobile operators are already using the Topio
Use Case Radar app to rank potential opportunities for 5G enabled apps and services and build their
data-driven business strategy.
Philippe Cases, Founder and CEO at Topio Networks, commented: "We are delighted to be joining
Simon and the Nonvoice Agency. Nonvoice is the ideal partner for our Technology maps. His team
and partner agents offer us a breadth of knowledge and quick access to an exciting market. One of
the exciting outcomes of this partnership is leveraging Nonvoice insights and feedback to improve
our app and service offering."
"Partnering with Topio Networks is a unique opportunity. Our distribution partners are already
working with Nonvoice's 50+ operator contacts in 43 countries worldwide. We look forward to
helping our operating partners develop their 5G strategy with Topio Use Case App," Nonvoice
Founder and CEO Simon Buckingham commented.
As part of the new partnership, Topio Networks and Nonvoice will be co-hosting a webinar, "5G and
Healthcare: An Upcoming Revolution", on December 17th. The session will look at how hot the 5G
Healthcare market is, what the 5G drivers are for the Healthcare market based on the type of use
cases and technologies, and more. Full details of the event and how to register can be found
here: https://www.topionetworks.com/events/5fc9603578e002131c36d7f6.
ENDS
About Topio Networks
Topio Networks offers actual, real-time, and dynamic data insights about the shape, structure, and
sizing of the thousands of use cases across industries by leveraging the daily insights generated by our
taxonomy driven, human-curated AI Platform. To learn more about how Topio Networks applies AI
and Natural Language Processing to create comprehensive research about thousands of use cases,
click here.
About Nonvoice Agency
Nonvoice Agency is a network of agents searching for the best-advanced consumer and enterprise
5G apps worldwide. The agency connects app developers with distributors and investors, who help
accelerate application adoption and deployment. Nonvoice Agency provides an ecosystem of critical

parties dedicated to the 5G value chain and the future benefits that these services will bring to the
world.
Nonvoice customers include GIZER, the increasingly popular mobile gaming app with a new esports
platform; BOOKFUL, the leading children’s learning app leveraging augmented reality (AR) and 3D
and; PROXY42, the first social Augmented Reality (AR) platform for casual and competitive mobile
gaming.
Founder, Simon Buckingham, is available for expert commentary on 5G applications.
For more information, visit www.nonvoice.com.
For more information on our team of agents, visit https://www.nonvoice.com/meet-the-agents.

